
Do Business Faster, With Confidence
 

Software supply chain risk limits your ability to securely and rapidly adopt new technology. Control third-party risk and grow 

your business with confidence by securing your systems with Reveal(x).

If an attacker entered your network through your software supply chain, how would you know?

The Most Accurate, Scalable Defense Against Supply Chain Attacks

By targeting software supply chains, threat actors can enter your environment undetected through trusted pathways, then 

move laterally to steal valuable data. Reveal(x) covertly analyzes all traffic inside your enterprise and cloud networks to 

ensure attackers are identified and removed before they can do damage.

Cyber attackers get into your environment undetected by abusing privileged relationships. Software update 

paths, service providers, and open source components are all part of the enterprise attack surface. With 

Reveal(x), your team can detect and stop supply chain attackers inside your environments and eliminate risk 

of future attacks across your edge, core, and cloud assets.

ELIMINATE BLIND SPOTS

Gain comprehensive visibility into your attack 

surface at scale—from core to edge to cloud, so 

supply chain attackers have nowhere to hide.

DETECT STEALTHY ATTACKS FASTER

Accurately identify suspicious behavior 

and quickly contain stealthy attackers 

inside your environment.

REDUCE THIRD-PARTY RISK

Continuously discover vulnerable and 

compromised assets to assure complete 

remediation and limit future risk.

CYBERSECURITY EXPERTS ON TAP

Augment your security team with experts who 

have decades of experience in threat analysis, 

response, and network assurance.

Eradicate Active Software 
Supply Chain Threats

Manage Third-Party Risk 
with Network Intelligence
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ExtraHop is on a mission to stop advanced threats with security that can’t be undermined, outsmarted, 

or compromised. Our dynamic cyber defense platform uses cloud-scale AI to help enterprises detect 

and respond to advanced threats—before they compromise your business. When you don’t have to 

choose between protecting your business and moving it forward, that’s security, uncompromised.

Request a Free Trial extrahop.com/request-free-trial 

Take the Demo extrahop.com/demo/cloud

AUTOMATE INVESTIGATION TO 

ACCELERATE RESPONSE

Reveal(x) analyzes all traffic for suspicious 

behavior, pinpoints known attacks and those 

that have yet to be publicized, and correlates 

signals so you can quickly stop the threat.

SECURE YOUR CLOUD

Identify suspicious communications 

between workloads or outside entities in 

real time, as well as anomalous uploads 

or updates to production workloads.

ELIMINATE UNCERTAINTY

ExtraHop empowers your team with intelligent 

products and expert services to stop 

threats—including those hiding in trusted traffic, 

encrypted channels, or unmanaged assets.

DISCOVER YOUR VULNERABLE 

ASSETS IN REAL-TIME

Reveal(x) automatically identifies and 

prioritizes vulnerable assets and 

workloads throughout your network, so 

you can focus on the most urgent risks. 
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